Agenda

• Welcome
• Vorstellung ACM / SIGGRAPH / Munich ACM SIGGRAPH Chapter e.V.
• 3D Inhalte für das Web - Alain Chesnais
• Vorstellung Geeks Home
• Talk - Paul Debevec
• Geek’s Home live / Network area: Meet & Greet
• Best of SIGGRAPH 2014
• CAF - Ausschnitte vom Computer Animation Festival
• Ende - ca. 18:45 Uhr
Networking area
Mashhuda Glenncross
Alain Chesnais
Cornelia Denk
Jan Pflüger
Get to Know Us

The goal of the Munich ACM Siggraph Chapter is to promote science, research, art, culture and education as well as to offer opportunities for exchange and build or deepen networks.

**Member of the board**

- Cornelia Denk - Chair
- Jan Pflüger - Vize Chair Technology
- Thomas Gronert - Vize Chair Creative
- Jesko Schwarzer - Treasurer
- Michael Sänger - Secretary
Activities

2D/3D regulars’ table

The Munich ACM SIGGRAPH regulars' table occurs on regularly base. Everybody can bring in own projects, showreels, new technologies or also inspiring other stuff and ideas. Also special topics are discussed within the meetings. The regulars’ table is open for everybody interested in the field of computer graphics.
Contact Us

http://munich.siggraph.org
info@munich.siggraph.org
Alain Chesnais - 3D content for the web
Thomas Harber - Geek’s home
Paul Debevec
SIGGRAPH 2014 - best of
Computer Animation Festival